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Economics ATAR
New Teachers Seminar

Friday June 24 2022

Agenda
1. Welcome and Introductions

2. A 1st year Economics ATAR teaching experience

3. Considerations for a ‘good’ assessment

4. Sample assessment items/tasks:
• Inflation (Data Interpretation/short answer)
• Markets: WA egg shortage (Data Interpretation/short answer)
• Unemployment (Extended answer)
• Investigation (Macroeconomic issue)

5. Assessment review and feedback

6. Questions and closing

Nick Ognenis

Nick Ognenis

Harmony Britton

Rebecca Hawkins

Sean Vagg
Luisa Tersigni
Justin Searle

Nick Ognenis

Welcome and Introductions
Nick Ognenis

A 1st year Economics ATAR teaching experience
Harmony Britton
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Considerations for a good assessment

• These include some of the basic assessment principles:
• Integral part of Teaching and Learning
• Educative
• Fair
• Designed to meet their specific purposes

Considerations for a good assessment

Teachers and students need to be 
clear regarding the background and 
parameters of the task:

• Description of the task that 
matches the assessment outline

• Assessment conditions
• Syllabus content covered
• Prior learning
• Acknowledgment of resources to 

provide context

Sample Assessment Tasks

Data Interpretation/
Short Answer

Sean Vagg
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Data Interpretation/Short Answer - Inflation

Data Interpretation/Short Answer – Marking Key

Data Interpretation/
Short Answer

Luisa Tersigni

Data Interpretation/Short Answer - Markets
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Data Interpretation/Short Answer – Marking Key

Data Interpretation/Short Answer – Marking Key

Data Interpretation/Short Answer – Marking Key

Extended Answer
Justin Searle
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Extended Answer

Marking Guide

Extended Answer (Investigation) – Assessing the skills
Nick Ognenis

Extended Answer (Investigation) –
Assessment Conditions
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Extended Answer (Investigation) –
Part A: Research

Extended Answer (Investigation) –
Part B: Validation

Using assessment reviews to develop 
self regulation (and provide feedback)

Rebecca Hawkins

Cognitive and metacognitive development 
improves students self regulation
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The greater a students self regulation, the 
better they are at critical thinking and 
problem solving

Teaching those skills will help them in 
future assessments

Cognition

Learning how to learn

Active and constructive learning that enables 
acquisition of deeper structural knowledge

Why is this important? 

It 
• Increases retrieval speed
• Decreases cognitive loading
• Improves autonomy 

Metacognition

Thinking about thinking
Builds students autonomy by encouraging them to 
plan, evaluate and review

Why is this important? 

It improves students
• critical thinking
• problem solving
• self-awareness
• Confidence.
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Turning an assessment feedback session 
into a learning opportunity can do this

Guided reflection

Discussion

Vicarious 
modelling

Simple steps you can take to do this

1. Provide them with a copy of their completed assessment

2. Teach them a structural process that breaks it down to reduce 
cognitive loading (content, context, type of response)

3. Discuss what was required to answer the question in enough detail for 
the marks allocated

4. Provide a model answer, written by a student, then deconstruct and 
discuss it as a class (what was done well, even better if…)

5. Get them to annotate their copy of their assessment (what they did 
well, even better if…)

Guided reflection and 
autonomy

Vicarious modelling
(making it attainable)

Discussion (collaboration) 
and 
feedback

Scaffold / Guided learning 

Guided reflection and 
autonomy

Question 25 ETAWA 2021 Semester 1

Earlier this month, investment bank Credit Suisse forecast the price of iron ore reaching $150 per tonne in 2021. Two weeks later it had 

exceeded that and today is around $164. That is the highest it’s been in nearly a decade. The reason for the price rise is increasing 

demand and reduced supply.

Iron ore is a core component in the production of steel and this product is used extensively in shipbuilding, construction, and 

manufacturing. The world’s biggest iron ore importer is China and it is continuing its massive construction boom. However, it is not just 

China seeing an increase in demand for steel. The US and EU are also in the market for steel and with emerging markets modernising 

their infrastructure and striving for a middle-class lifestyle, demand for iron ore continues to soar.

The world’s biggest iron ore exporting countries are Australia and Brazil. However, exports of iron ore from Brazil collapsed after an 

environmental catastrophe in January 2019, when a mining waste dam burst, killing 270 people. 

Higher prices encourage production, which increases appetite for investment. If this happens, then it should offset the supply shortages. 

Many new iron ore projects are in the pipeline or already underway.

So, will iron ore prices continue to rise? It seems short-term they could, but long-term it will depend on how quickly the supply chains 

stabilize

Question 25 c 4 marks

• Describe and demonstrate using a demand and supply diagram, the changes in 

the iron ore market in February.
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Question 25 c 4 marks

• Describe and demonstrate using a demand and supply diagram, the changes in 

the iron ore market in February.

• 2 marks – describe

• 2 marks demonstrate (diagram)

Question 25 c 4 marks

• “The increase in demand and decrease in supply 

causes the demand curve to shift right from D1 to D2 

and the supply curve to shift left from S1 to S2. This 

causes the equilibrium price to increase, however, 

equilibrium quantity remains undetermined as it 

depends on the rate of change of the supply and 

demand curves. Otherwise, the quantity may remain 

at one tonne, as the article states.”

• Full marks. Even better if referred to the growing 

economics demanding more steel and the 

environmental disaster reducing supply. 

S2

D2

Q1

P2

Price

Quantity

S1

D1

P1

The same process can apply to extended 
answers, but with a slight tweak.
1. Provide them with a copy of their 

completed assessment

2. Teach them a structural process 
that breaks it down to reduce 
cognitive loading

3. Ask them re-write their answer

4. Discuss the key elements needed 
in the response

5. Get them to edit their answer

6. Swap their new answer with a 
peer for peer feedback

7. Provide them with a model 
response and ask them to 
evaluate it – what was good, 
even better if…

8. Self evaluate their own - what 
they did well, even better if…

By taking the time, you increase your 
students ability to think and learn
To do this successfully you need to

• Have created a safe place to fail

• Take the time

• Considered your seating plan to:
• maximise peer teaching
• enable regular vicarious modelling
• encourage discussion

But it is worth it, after all, they sit their ATAR, not you. 
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Behavioural terms - type of response
Text form Behavioural term Definition / detail

Factual or 
procedural 

Define State meaning and identify essential qualities

List Provide a series of related words, names, numbers or items that are arranged in order, one after the other

Outline Sketch in general terms; indicate the main features of

State Express the main points of an idea or topic, perhaps in the manner of 'describe' (see above)

Describe Provide key characteristics and features

Identify Recognise and name

Cause and effect’ 
responses 
- Explanatory or 
analysis 

Explain Relate cause and effect; make the relationships between things evident; provide why and/or how

Account for State reasons for, report on.

Analyse Identify components and the relationship between them; draw out and relate implications  

Discuss Identify issues and provide points for and/or against

Differentiate / distinguish Recognise or note/indicate as being distinct or different from; note differences between

Examine Inquire into

Other Demonstrate Show by example

Summarise Express, concisely, the relevant details

Determine Decide, find out

Thank you

https://www.instagram.com/etawa_economics/
https://www.facebook.com/EconomicsTeachersAssociationWA/


